Put him on the best path for the future

Let the PDDBI: Autism Spectrum Disorder Decision Tree (ASD-DT) help you find the way when navigating the challenging path of a possible autism spectrum disorder diagnosis.

Learn more at parinc.com/PDDBI
Make diagnosing and tracking progress easier

- Use to screen, diagnose, or track individuals on the autism spectrum.
- The PDD Behavior Inventory was developed to assess problem behaviors as well as appropriate social, language, and learning and memory skills in individuals ages 1.6 to 18.5 years.
- The PDD Behavior Inventory—Screening Version (PDDBI-SV) produces one simple score that measures the presence of inappropriate social behaviors to identify children ages 1 to 12 years at risk for ASD quickly.
- The PDDBI Manual Supplement: Adolescent Normative Data extends the use of the product until age 18.5 years, allowing you to use the PDDBI to track response to intervention.
- The PDDBI Manual Supplement: Autism Spectrum Disorder Decision Tree (PDDBI ASD-DT) is designed to enhance the diagnostic power of the PDDBI Extended Form when used with individuals ages 1.6 to 12.5 years to provide a classification of the clinically relevant types of ASD as well as recommendations for further diagnostic assessment.
- NEW! Two new free white papers explain how to use the ASD-DT for screening and intervention planning and describe the creation and use of the new Spanish Parent Form. Visit parinc.com/ PDDBI to download.
- NEW! A Spanish translation of the parent form is now available!

Which PDDBI is right for you?

OWN the PDDBI?
- REFINEx a diagnosis (ages 1.6 to 12.5 years)
- TRACK progress (ages 12.6 to 18.5 years)

ORDER
11206-TM and 11208-RF

NEW to the PDDBI?
- SCREEN an individual (ages 1.6 to 12.5 years)
- REFINEx a diagnosis (ages 1.6 to 12.5 years)
- TRACK progress (ages 12.6 to 18.5 years)

ORDER
11205-TM

Kits
FLYS-11205-KT PDDBI Comprehensive Kit $553 VALUE $438
FLYS-10083-KT PDDBI-SV Introductory Kit $160 VALUE $138

Manuals, books, and equipment
FLYS-5753-TM PDDBI Professional Manual $124
FLYS-10084-TM PDDBI-SV Professional Manual $73
FLYS-11206-TM PDDBI Professional Manual Supplement: ASD-DT $32
FLYS-11207-TM PDDBI Professional Manual Supplement: Adolescent Normative Data $32

Forms and booklets
FLYS-5754-RF PDDBI Parent Rating Forms (pkg/25) $105
FLYS-5755-RF PDDBI Teacher Rating Forms (pkg/25) $105
FLYS-5756-SF PDDBI Parent Score Summary Sheets (pad/25) $31
FLYS-5757-SF PDDBI Teacher Score Summary Sheets (pad/25) $31
FLYS-5758-PF PDDBI Profile Forms (pkg/50) $46
FLYS-10085-RF PDDBI-SV Rating Forms (pkg/50) $82
FLYS-11208-RF PDDBI ASD-DT Record Forms (pkg/25) $32
FLYS-11428-RF PDDBI Parent Rating Forms Spanish Translation $105

Available on PARiConnect
FLYS-10515-IC PDDBI rAdmins (minimum/5) $4 each
FLYS-10516-IS PDDBI Score Reports (minimum/5) $3 each
FLYS-10426-IC PDDBI-SV rAdmins (minimum/5) $1 each
FLYS-10427-IS PDDBI-SV Score Reports (minimum/5) $1 each

Note: Prices subject to change.